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MC'G'o vern, ' Bond, Schramm•

"
-.

Victors at Political Forum
A girl withapublicaddressmlke
in her hand announced every few
minutes the schedule of visiting
_ state candida t es , running through
the comp lete I ist, ca tching her
breath, and beginning again forthe
students wond eri ng through the
volleyball courts.
In th e gaps between announce ments, a masqueraded Pres ident
Nixon answered questions for the
students, and was ceremon i ous Iy
escorted to Bugg Lake by motorcade parade for the symbol ic
"dumping" ceremony.
Student campaign coordinators
mi lied around, distributing information ~n ' their candidates and
Everyone's getting into .the political scene including these "nouveau" making last minute arrangements
McGovern fans at Northwest Plaza, Friday .
for the tra'nsDortation of their
photo by 01 iver Wischryleyer
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Goods donated to Cairo
The cold, winter months are upahead and UMSL students who were
concerned about the continuing
boycott in Cairo, Illinois brought in
shopping bags, fill ed with woolen
jackets, slacks, and canned goods.
The Black Wom en's Organization sponsored the food and clothing drive last week . Members of
the Peace and Freedom Party assisted in manning the collection
table, delivering the goods to the
iocai United Front headquarters,

and donating the proceeds from
thei I' Friday evening coffeehouse.
Cairo is a small community in
southern Illinois, and the area is
surrounded by cotton fields which
are gradually being substituted
with a more versati Ie and profitable crop, the soybean .
An economic boycott of the Cai 1'0
downtown business section has
been in progress sinceApril, 1969,
for approximately 43 months . The
strike is led by the United Front of

Cairo, under the leadership of
Reverend. Chal"'les Koen.
.
The boycott was the result of,
what black citizens in Cairo considered, unfair employment 'prac tices, blatant disrespect for them
as customers, and local intimidation by a group of "white vigil'antes. "
Persons interested in more information concerning the boycott
in Cairo, Illinois, can contact the
St. Louis UnitedFrontoffice-7251082.

,candidates to otner speak ing engagements .
A placard, announcing tye arri val of the ca nd idat es on the Hill,
was often misinterpret ed by students. Th ey assumed it was the location of the beer and mostacioll i
festival held in late August .
A trail of campaign literature,
including "Who Governs McGovern?" and SDS newspapers led to
the Hill overlooking Bugg Lake,
where students gathered at noon
for the addresses of the guest candidates .
One student spontaneously ad dressed the crowd, when the mike
was open, encouraging them not to
confront the candidates with point ed questions concerning ecology
and pollution . Anyone standing
from his position on the lakeside
platform could understand his
comment. .
Students joined the crowds in between classes, as did this reporter. Rain gently interrupted a few
of the candidates' talks, but the
crowds were rapidly dispersed by
a downpour during the speech of
Jack Schramm , Democratic candidate for Lieutenant Governor .
Penney Auditorium was soonfilled
for the remainder of the program .
There were a number of high
school groups at the forum from
different areas of Metropol itan St.
Louis. When moderator Jody Harburger asked if there were high
school groups present, the auditorium erupted into a spontaneous
cheering rally . "Parkway?" Yeah!
A few campaign coordinators
made tentative arrangements with
the Current staff reporters for
brief interviews with their candidates.
However, this reporter
snuck in just two rather hasty questions to Ed Dowd, Democratic candidate for Governor betore he dashed off to Washington University
for another engagement. An introduction to Jack Schramm was cut
short by his departure for a2p .m .
appointment in University City .

Jerry Smith, a P eople 's Party
candidate for Governor was also represented at the afternoon forum.
A right-in candidate, Smith is a
student at UMC and a member of
Vietnam Veterans Against the War .
His party has endorsed Benjamin
Spock for presiaent .
The St. Louis County Commission of Voter Registration had instai led voting machin~s in the 100
West Hall of the Penney Building.
Although the sample voting ballot
was from the 9th district, a straw
vote on national and state offices
was available. The results were:
President - Republican,- 355, Democrat - 459; Governor - RepubI ican - 465, Democrat - 334; L ieutenant Governor - Republican 282, Democrat - 578.
According to Jeanne O. Deane,
Area Youth Specialist with the
UMSL
Extension Division, "the
forum was a tremendous success.
I was sorry that the area high ·
school students had to leave before
it was over. When the crowd thinned
later in the afternoon, Mr . Jack
Cooper, Republican and Mr. James
Symington, Democrat, opponents
for the Congressional seat from
the Second District, entered into an
informal 'and spontaneous exchange
of ideas and issues. The questions
presented to the committeemen and
committeewomen in the morning
panel I felt were intell igent ones."
The moderator of the panel was
E . Terrence Jones of the UMSL
Political Science Department and
moderator of the afternoon "Quiz
the Candidates" was Jody Har burger an adult member of ~he
Comm ittee for Metropol itan Adu It
youth Forum . Rick Blanton, Director of Student Activ ities, serv
ed as c ampus coordinator and tried
to accommodjlte the campus end
of the forum by arranging publ ic
address equipment and student involvement. "I still get excited,"
said Rick, "when I see the people
who make decisions in the government.

Mexican president regrets Johnson's expulsion
also, comment on the operation of
the CIA in Mexico, and on the govOn September 8, Dr. Kenneth ernment suppression and control of
JohnsQn of the Political Science most, but not all of the Mexican
department was visited by Lic . press.
This conference apparently proLuis Macias Cardone, the Chief of
the Editorial Department of the duced a bad reaction in Mexico. One
the
government-controlled
Secretariat of the Presidency of of
newspapers, EI Dia, published an
Mexico.
This visit was directly related article attacking Dr. Johnson, and
with Dr. Johnson's arrest and de- accusing him of being an agent for
portation from Mexico in late Aug - the CIA.
Dr. Johnson wrote a lettertothe
ust of this year.
Lic. Cardone, whose govern- opposition journal POI' Que demental position is similar to the nouncing the article in E I Dia which
U.S. presidential press secretary, infuriated that editor . According
had been sent as a special emis- to what Dr. Johnson has learned
sary from the president of Mexico, since, "the editor of EI Dia went
President Luis Echeverria . He over and got one of hisfriendswho
brought an 'i nformal apology from was an undersecretary of the Inthe president who had been unaware tenos Department, called Goberof the affairuntil itwas released by nacion, to order my arrest and
the international press wires .
expulsion. All this was done withThe event that triggered Dr .
out the knowledge of the secreJohnson's arrest and deportation
tary of that department or the
was a conference in which he parpresiden~. "
ticipated with students from the
The representative of the presNational University of Mexico in
ident explained to Dr . Johnson
Mexico City during his visit to
some of the difficulties of a counMexico in May and June, 1972.
try such as Mexico, in attempting
The interview was publ ished in
to "weed out people who want to
the magazine of a Mexican opposimaintain the old - fashioned police
tion political group . According to
state practices and replace them
Dr. Johnson, the substance of the
with mor.e modern kinds of bur'conference pertained to the eleceaucr ati c ta lent."
tions in the United States. He did.
The representative also

by Ellen Cohen

commented that Dr. Johnson's denouncement of E I 0 i a struck a
. raw nerve. since the accusations
he made concerning the newspap'er's connection with certain government agencies were true.
Following the emissary's visit,
Dr. Johnson expressed that, "I

can't bel ieve they would go to the
trouble of sending someone up
here with credentials di rectly from
the president to apologize if it
was some kind of trick. As it
stands now, I am prohibited from
ever going back to Mexico for
I ife, and he (L ic . Cardone) said

Dr. Kenneth Johnson, political science, relates the events in Mexico
this summer which led to his arrest.
photo by Preston Page

this was very serious since It
was the first time in the history
of thei I' (Mexico) relations with
the United States that a North
American academic person has
_
been expelled."
The correspondence which Dr .
Johnson was told to expect from
the Mexican government concerning the reinstatement of his permit to enter the country arrived
on Wednesday, October 4 .
The letter, written on behalf of
President Echeverria read, ".there
is regret concerning the misun derstanding of the minor officials.
We understand you have apologized
for inadvertently violating our laws
without intending to do so . There
is mutual agreement thatthe whole
event was regrettable and we'hope
we can get you a formal permit to
return to Mexico
in
Decembel' . . . "
This written gesture from the
Mexican presidency was well-received by Dr . Johnson, although he
is keeping his mind open . To reverse the deportation ord~ rs, the
preSident Will need to r emove
some minor but nevertheless important officials who have over stepped the i I' bounds . Pres i dent
Echeverria was elected in 1970 to
serve a 6-year term . and appears
(continued page 10)
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Education termed as Bond's highest priority
by Mike Mudd

~

Whether realizing it or not, the
majority of peopl e are influenced at
least equa lIy as much by the candidate himself as by his platform.
The following is an objective
description of the platform and a
subjective impression of the candidate himself .
Concisely gubernatorial candidate Christopher "K it" Bond stands
as follows on these issues.
With regard to eiqhteen veal'
old rights, he advocates giving
complete adult rights together with
the liabilities and responsibilities
that go with them .
Capital punishment is only a
deterrent I n such cases as the
premeditated mlJrder of a prison
guard .
Bond opposes a change in abortion laws. He emphasizes the need
for mo~e information concerning
its effect' on the mental health of
the people involved .
.
In womens ·rights he advocates

Christopher "Kit" Bond

day care centers and co mpl ete
equal rights.
Bond is aqainst paramutual beting, saying that th e problem it
pres ents are greater than the pos sible tax gains .
In transportation B ond is for an
expansion of Lambert Internation al Airport, but Missouri must hold
on to its airports if a new one
is to be built. He is for gasoline
tax fund to finance mass transit.
On the environmental issues he
has a four-point program to amend and enforce more stringent
laws and penalties for those responsible for dumping toxic material into waterways.
Education is termed as one of
his highest priorities . Equalizing
educati on throughout the state's
grade schools and high schools
by local control, and equa l funding through regulation of state
funds to compensate for unequal
revenue from local property taxes.
With regard to the efficiency of
a Republican governor heading a
basically Democrat legislature,
Bond. stresses the powers of the
governor
to affect structural
cha nges in state government.
As a Republ ican in a 3 to 2
Democrat state, he fights an uphill battle against an entre nched
Democrat party . His campaign
strikes a po.e remarkably I ike that
of George McGovern, but rather
than the shaggy liberal following
of McGovern, his youth corp presents itself as the cast taken di1'ecty out of "Up With People" they are hard to swallow in one
Iprge dose but they reek with energy.
Bond understandably refrains
from connecting himself to the
Repub I ican presidental ticket. His
"Leadership for a Change" slogan
emphasizes his progressiveness,
and his literature proclaims "This
is .not just a Republican movement"

Phelps ·operates
on a shoestring

DESKS CHAIRS LAMPS
NEW & USED

J

There are two instantly f e lt
vibrations given off by Bond which
not only seem contradictory but
give th e false impression of phon iness . Th ey are his energy and
ambition, and his home-town fla vor. Bond presents himself in an
aggressive manner and his candid and unpol ished responses tend
to cohtradict his educational back ground (first in his class at University of Virginia Law School).
But he does seem to maintain an
open-minded attitude toward nearly everyon e and everything, as is
characteristic of a challenger
needing all the friends and votes
he can get in an up ~ hill battle.

BROADWA Y JOBBERS
2115 LOCUST ST.
421·0753
SPECIAL ON STEEL FILE CABINETS $4.50 UP
CHAIRS • $3.00 UP

Ir-------------------------~
SEE AND HEAR

I
II TIle IaIflDlll
Epic
THE
CHASE
I
IIIIJlding 11111
I
II Friday Oct. 20 I · Nite Only!! II
I
I
I
I

adm. $4.00
doors open 8:00
. ..
mixed drinks - beer - seat~ng for 500

I14DSIl: Oct. 13 & 14
I p-Rb-Rl:e The •
II

.

iriformatwnl
429-7777

Starllghters

._------_....._--------------9765 5t. Charles R'ock Road, St . Ann, Missouri ,
Just 5 minutes from Northwest Plaza.

I
I
I
I

I
.II

NORMANDY SHOPPING CENTER at
Lucas & Hunt and Natural Bridge Roads

and pointed out that 1) he had given
up his law practice as of last January and 2) his opponent had promised no such thing. Phelps argued
that it was wrong for the L t. Governor to be available for hire .
Asked how much he and his running (nate were spending on their
campaign and whether or not campaign funding costs today kept the
working class out of political life .
Phelps said he had been outspent
three times by Schramm in their
respective primary races and that
he had oper'a ted "on a shoestring."
. "How much do you expect to
spend?"
he was asked again .
Phelps replied that he would be
lucky to spend half as much as his
opponent. He claimed a net worth
of $32,000 .
In a final question Phelps said he
agreed with Bond on bussing for
racial integration -- that the matter should be left to local school
'boards.

•
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NORTHGATE
VOLKSWAGEN tire the hancIcapped.
Lewis & Clark N. of 'I-270
Bring this ad with you
when you buy your VW
from me, and I will buy
you

A FREE
UNDERCOA TING

Mike Brassil,
UMSL Class of '7·1

ItAe

PUBLIC ADVERTISING SYSTEM
A DIVISION OF THE SCHOOL OF VISUAL ARTS

~

CLASSIC CREW NECK SLIP-ON
.. CREW NECK CARDIGAN CLASSIC

• KNIT ACRYLIC TURTLENECKS

•

,

UM~L

CASTROL - MASTER CHARGE

Dowd concerned with mental health

T -C LUBR

parts
unlimited, inc.
we have what you need for •••

DIRT. TRACK.

CHOPPERS, STREET
if ies for a bike,
. we've got it!
11 LUCAS & HUNT at 1-70
Open 9:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. weekday
9:30 a.m~ to 5:00 p.m. Saturday

M R. LARRY COVINGTON
CONSULTANT PEAT, MARWICK MITCHELL
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Dowd was enthus ia st ic i n h is en'dorsement of Senator George M cEd Dowd. Democratic candidate Sovern , Dowd was present at the
for Governor, stepped up to the Northwes t Plaza rally on Saturplatform on the Hill, at 12 p. m. after day Oct 7, and was seated at the
imn,ediatel y arriving on campus ., head tabl e, at the T r uman Award
Dinner, 'honoring Senator Tom Ea , Oowd has been' an FBI agent, a St
gleton and Senator Georqe McGov Louis Circuit Attorney, and Presi dent of St. Louis Police Board . ern , Dowd was more 'optimistic
about the McGovern support in
H is opening remarks dealt point ['ural Missouri, which he, himself,
edlv with the situation of mp.nt,,1
hospitals in the State of Missouri. claimed to have witnessed in his
" rips through the state.
"Many areas," Dowd emphasized,
"do not have diagnostic ortraining
Following his speech, Mr. Dowd
facilities for mentally retarded .
was surrounded by students as he
Mr, Dowd mentioned the exasprogressed towards the adminperation in establ ishi ng a televisistration bui Idinq. A younq veteran
[on debate with Christopher (Kit)
personally addressed Dowd to help
Bond: State Auditor, the Republ ican
push a bill supporting aid to Gl's
candidate for Governor . He comout of committee. Twoyoungwom mented, "Bond can make the t e leen questioned Dowd as to his stand
vision debate , and we will arrange
on the E qua I Rights Amendment,
the . calendars." According to an
and he told them of his support
~rtJcle In the St Louis Post-Disright from the beginning . Dowd rer atch , 8 television stations have sponded to a question about abor- ,
offered television time, if dates
tion. He answered that he was opcould be agreed upon.
posed to abortion on demand, but
When confronted with the queshe would favor expanding the extion concerning his support of the
ceptional circumstances when an
Democratic National Ticket, Mr.
abortion would be permissable.

,TOPIC:

by Ellen Cohen

Edward Dowd speaking on campus,
Friday .
photos by Olive r WJschmeyer
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, ANTIQUE FURS $9 up'

THE INTERFACE PROBLEM
IN COM'PUTER SYSTEMS

, Luxury
"'"
,
,

I

I

Antique

mink

trade.i ns. ,

classified second hand used ...
fun to wear! Also see our furs
to c ut up and use for trim-$5 up.
Or choose from a nice selection
of fur hats, vests, pillows, and
gloves . . . and other fun furs too!

I
I
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n
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BUDGET

BASEMENT
N. 7th
231·1631
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I
Fur products labeled lu .hou;
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TWO - TERRIFIC BOOK SALES

Don't Miss!
50% OFF
FREE GIFT WRAP!
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Schramm presents issues
cause of the strong support it re When Jack Schramm, Democratceived from young people throughic candidate for Lieutenant Govout Missouri . Schramm addressed
ernor, began his presentation to
the audience with appreciation for
the popu I ated Hill, the ra i n that had
their aid in endorsing the legislabeen threateni ng the pol itical
tion aimed at air: water, solid
forum broke loose . The students,
wastes and pesticide pollution .
manv from area hinh schools .
On the question of government
dashed in a herd io Penney Audi reorganization, Schramm said he
torium for Schramm's continuing
had introduced legislation "to respeech .
vitalize the local government's
Schramm backtracked a bit as
ability to deal with local problems
the students resettled in the comand give them a better c.hance to
fortable auditorium chairs, relaygovern themselves." He did eming his past efforts as a member
phasize the fact that this would not
of ·the Missour i House of Reprefree the state'from its responsibilsentatives. He described a bi II to
stimulate $100 million of private- , ities to the cities.
Iy constructed and needed urban
Schramm envisions the office of
and rural housing, whi ch he sponLieutenant Governor from two assored and which was passed . This
pects. As president of the Misprogr.am, he informed the audience, souri Senate, he will have an imhe I ps to boost M i ssou r i' s economy,
pact on . the legislation passed .
provide more jobs and available
Schramm also views the office as
housing at no added cost to tax a "forum for development" where
payers,
people with expertise can be ofhe lp
The Schramm Environmental
to th e government and help c reate
PaCKage was passed, accord i ng to
a "problem - solving government .,
the sponsor of the legislation, be-

•

Harlem "Book Sale

FOR STUDENTS ONLY

A TTRA CTIVE - Hardbound - Colorful
Ideal As Gift Items
Many Subjects To Choose From
Limited Quantities

Limited Offer Fall Classes.
Special Low Student Discount.
Available For Evelyn Wood Reading
Oynamics Fall Classes - Mail
Coupon Below Or Phone 878-6262
For Complete Details.

ON SALE NOW!

ALSO

October - ClaBsic Books SALS
Modern Library - Previously priced
up to %.95 each - Now Only $1.50 each

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

frniI r.:;m rr.:i11=1 1=1 Ii::;) r;:;:;1r;::;"1

-------~-----------------I
Name . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
City . .

. Zip.

Pbooe .
Mail to:
Evelyn Wood Reading DynamiCS
11960 Westline Ind. Dr.
St. Louis, Mo. 63141

------------------------~

EVELYN WOOD READING -DYNAMICS
878-6262 '

-
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Rhodes deadline annou'nced
The deadl ine for appl ications for
the Rhodes Scholarship for study at
Oxford University is October 31,
1972, it was annouhced today by Dr.
Jerome Himelhoc h,
Institutional
Repr esentative for the Rhodes Scholarship here.
Dr. Himelhoch, aformer Rhodes
Scholar, commented, "I strongly
urge all qualified singl e male students; seniors or graduate ' students, to apply . An outstanding student would be wise to apply simultaneously for a Rhodes Scholarship
and for other fellowships, such as
the Danforth, Fulbright, National
Science, or Woodrow Wilson .
"As a member of the Missouri ·
Selection Committee last year,
I was del ighted by the performance
of Michael Kruger, UMSL '72 . He
was one of the two candidates selected to represent Missouri and he
barely missed final selection in the
regional competition .. Despite the
language of the official announcement, a man need not be a superman to qua I ify.

"The Select ion Committee looks
for high scholarship (probably at
leas t a 3.6 GPA in the prece ding
year). outstanding performanc e in
some type of ' independent work.
som e extra-curricular interests,
and a humanitarian concern for
others. The candidate need not be
an athlete, although he should be
physically fit and enjoy exercise."

Sc holarship.
The Scholarship pays about 1600
pounds (approximately $3,850 in
October, 1972) per year. App ointment is made for two years with a
third year probably if the Scholar's
record merits it.
Th e Scholar may either study for
an Honours B .A . or for a graduate
degree in vi rtually any field or pro fession .
Intc- rested students should consult Dr. Himelhoch in BESS Tower
612 no laterthanOctober 19 sothat
. he can make his recommendation to
the Chancellor shortly thereafter.
H is office hours are Tu esday and
Thursday 3:00-4 :15 or by appointment.

A candidate must be between the
ages of 18 and 24 on October 1,
1972, although the age restriction
may be relaxed for a candidate who
has completed national service obligations . Whil e hemustbeuflmarried until the end of his first year
at Oxford, he may be married in his
second year without forfeiting his
<;cholarship .
.
Elections will be held in all
states in December, 1972. Scholars-elect will enter Oxford Uni versity in October, 1973. If called
into military service before entering Oxford, the Scholar will ordin arily be permitted to postpone his

anti-war film

sume's wi II provide an opportunity
for members to put thei r market~
ing skills to work .
The $12.50 fee charged each
job seeker will cover two-thirds
of the printing costs to produce
the book. The other one-third will
be supplemented by advertising
which will appear in the publication . The prices of advertising
have been set at $40 .00 for a half .
page ad and $60.00 for a full page.
Profits resulti ng from the resume ' project wi II be used to send
members of Pi Sigma Epsilon to
a national convention in New Orleans later this year .

Band concert sunday
The University of Missouri-St.
Louis Symphonic Band opens the
1972-73 concert season on Sunday,
October 15 . The 77 member band,
under the direction of Dr . Wa rren
Bell is, presents an early fall concert at 3:00 p.m . i n the MultiPurpose Building.
The program wi II feature two
major compositions by Am erican
composers: "An Outdoor Overture" by Aaron Copland and "Toccata" by Fisher Tull . These two
works provide a broad contrast of
musical styles by living composers.

Other selections by Bonelli, DeFalla, Stanley,nAlfred Reed and
Jared Spears will complete the
program .
The concert is open to the pubc without charge.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -·1
Cool Valley

Barber Shop

University Center
1/2 block South 1-70

Student Rates on wigs
hairpieces . Our Specialties:
Long hair - Razor cutting
Styling

I

.-------------J

Attention Jewish Students:

Hillel Lives!
On Wednesdays at

12: 15 to 1 :30 p.in.
Bring~yollr

I
I
I
I
I
I

lunch to Rrn.

75 J.C. Penney Building

I.:.C';; •• IIl\u5..... .i'1,~ .

(h .."", jJ,.).c·SJ3 b

Camil to show

Frats provide resumes
Pi Sigma Epsilon, a business
fraternity on campus, is publish ing a resume' book to be distribu ted to a thousand employe.rs in the
St. Louis and Kansas City areas.
Resume's are available to seniors
and graduate students of marketing
and sales management courses at
$12 .50 per page . They wi II be sold
by students in the Bus i ness Educa tion building until October 13 and
should be on the desks of business men before Thanksgiving .
The idea of a resume' servi ce,
sponsored by the fraternity, was
proposed by Bob Jasper, vic epresident of the organization . He
feels that publ ication of these re -

-:H,J.t FlC.C-.s.>/IO.. , i':C

Scott Camil will be in Rm . 126,
Penney, Tuesday, Oct . 17 at 11 :45
a.m. to
show " Winter Soldier
Film ."
The fi 1m
was
produced by
Vietnam Veterans Against the War
- to show the war's atrocities .
Camil, a marine veteran and
member of the "Tallahassee Ten"
accused of plotting to disrupt the
Republican convention, has been
touring the country with actress
Jane Fonda .
Perpetual Help Church is
collecting
Betty Crocker
coupons. They need , 700,000
coupons to purchase a minibus. The coupons are on boxes
of B etty Crocker cake mix, General Mills cereal, and Betty
Crocker flour. The minibus
wi II be used to transport the
youth and -th e elderly to and
from various activities . There
wi II be a box at the information desk
in the University
Center for collection of the
coupons .

1<ENNINGTON
SHAPElY
ROBERT BRUCE
EXPRESSIONS
FORUM
TRIFLE BIT
EUROPE CRAFT
and MORE

8705 ST. CHARLES RK. RD.

')

MALE
LEE
LEVI
LIVE-IN .
A-1
CONTACT
CARIBOU
BREAD &BUTTER
LOTS OF CUFFS
and BIG BELLS

PHONE: 423-5018

(TWO BLOCKS EAST OF BROWN RD.)

--------- ------i FOREIGN CAR ;
I
REPAIR
I'
, HEADED BY FORMER G.RAND PRIX
DRIVER-ENGINEER
FLORIN HAINAROSIE
PORSCHE
MERCEDES
.ALFA

14

I
I
I
ALL MA·KES _ ALL MODELS
Ie
II SPECIAL STUDENT RATE WITH
UMSL 1.0.
.
I
AUTO AIR CO.
I J J75 S. KINGSHIGHWA Y
289-9300 or 534-2JOO
I
I
TEST DRIVE

EXAMINA TION

-.- ------------ESTIMATES AT NO CHARGE

..
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-\RE CLASSES GETTING YOu DOWN BUNKY? - ARE
HEARTS IN THE UNION DRIV ING YOU CRAZY? _ IS
THAT YOUR PROBLEM-HUH?
THEN AFTER Y ('I UR
;\JEXT CLASS- TRUCK
III
D
ON OVER TO THE e
,.
"
I , ~
THEY HAVE EVERYTHING you NEED! PIPES,
POSTERS, PAPERS, LIGHTS, ETC. ALSO THE LARGEST
SELECTION OF WA TERBEDS IN ST. LOU IS. SO GEt RID
F THOSE BLUES & COME OVER-BRING YOU-R PROF.
- HE'S PEOPLE TOO!
8153 BIG BEND WEBSTER GROVES 968-4848

SftEC7 UM

Doris Day doomed
by women's movement

f
,

•

by Regina Ahrens

. When a woman beginstoexamme
the feminine stereotype, Karen
said, she often looks at men as the
source of her inner confl icts . If
she is not committed to one man
at the time, she may generalize
it to all men. But when a woman
is married or involved in a Ibngterm relationship with someone,
some painful conflicts may arise .
"You have a specifi{:: man to focus your feel ings on and yet you
know he is the same guy you loved
y est erday and you know you have
made a commitment to him," she
said .
"It is easier to accept yourself
the way you are eve n if a change
would be more comfortable," she
said. "You need time to segregate,
gather your forc es , and break out
of yourself."
In an integrated atmospher e, she
speculated, members of the group
may find it more difficult to dis card thei r accustomed sex roles
and search for a new identity .
In response to the militant i mage of the wom en's movement
as presented by the news m edia .
Karen said, "Not every one in the
movement burns their bras . With

The pressures are tough in the
academic world, but for women,
"'tough" has a twofold meaning.
"Women not only have a fear
of failure, but a fear of success,"
claimed Karen Walker, an UMSL
' ·'~~~~' toO~.......~~·
counselor who is ' starting a women's awarenss group on cam pus .
When a woman begins to become
aware of her position in this society, she often finds a lot of hurt
and anger which is hard to deal
with, " she sa id .
Women meeting in an awareness session would have a chance
to voice thei r frustration on common grounds and hopefully come up
with alternative I ife styles.
Karen described some confl icts
on campus which she feels may
result from "rigidly defined sex
roles."
"Many women on campus have
fami lies," she said, "and confl icts
often arise because , as students,
their mother 'lnd wifedutiessome times suffer."
On the other hand, she said, .a
lot of men feel tremendous gui It
going to school while their wives
support them.
"Once you can look at your sex
role, decide what you can meet
and cannot meet, and throwaway
TUES OCT 17 • WED OCT 18 . ·THURS OCT 19
that which you cannot meet, you
learn to accept yourself," sheS'aid .
"A lot of it is just realizing that
by Ellen Cohen
:;27 NO. GRAND . GEN. ADMISSION $4.50.8 PM
the gui It is not warranted. "
King
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Father William Lyons oftheUMSL
trayed by actors John VVayne and
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Newman House'. By royal comDoris
Day
.
til'I
I ['1)
mand , Ahmad Tuqan, chief of the
"John
Wayne
is
strong ,
Royal Hashemite Court , replied
unbending, always sure of him cordially to Father Lyons in the
self, " she said, "whi Ie Doris Day
following correspondence:
is scatter-braned, emot i onal , very
"His MajestytheKingwishedme
submissive and usually treated as
to convey his sincere thanks for
a joe joe when she goes out into
the kind words contained in your
the man's world."
. . . letter relating to his declared
indignation, contempt of violence,
and to his appeal to the people of
the world to value human life and
resp,ect human I iberty and dignity .
THE UNIVERSITY PLA YERS PRESENT
'His Majesty the King hopes
that at this time, when these val -
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Th e counseling serv ice is also
offeri ng groups to students and
staff dealing with oth'er conce rns .
One is desi gned for married
coupl es experi enci ng difficulty in
the ir relationships. Others will
deal more gene rally with difficulti es in interpersonal relationships.
Spec ial groups 'may also beformed
up on demonstrated interest.
For further information on any
of these groups call the counse l ing service, 453 - 5711 .

Jordan leader replies
to' UMSL priest

t"'"'' "M"

WHITE

all the work we have to do, it's
symbolic - but very superficial .
As for men who often fear for
their lives ' everytime they open a·
door for a woman, she said, " I'm
not into that kind of pi cky thing .
Open the door if its convenient,
but do whatever is natural for
you .
"The most important thing that
I have r ea I i zed through the women's movement is that almost
anything is okay .
''':You can be a wife and mother
if that 's your cho ice - as long as
that's your choi ce - or you can
be preside nt of th: United States."

Major employers throughout the
U.S. (private & government) are
seeking qualified college men and
women for career positions with
top pay and outstanding benefits.
Excellent opportunities exist in
many areas. For FREE infor·
mation on student assistance and
placement program send self·
addressed STAMPED envelope to
National Placement Registry,
Data:Tech Services, 1001 East
Idaho St., Kalispell, MT 59901.

ues are being wantonly sacrificed
in many parts of the world , that
perpetrators of these acts should
understand that violence is not a
remedy to thei r grievances and
that love and human brotherhood,
under the rule of law, shouldbethe
true substitute f or achiev ing human
justice and prosperity to all manki nd . "
Father Lyons was not expect ing
a reply from the only Arab leader
who spoke out publicly in opposition to the tragic guerilla action
that dampened thespi rit of XX
Olympiad in Muni ch. "It struck
me," reca ll ed Father Lyons , "that
he was sticking his neck out in the
Arab world ."
Father Lyons sent him a person al note , expressing his gratifi c ation for King Hussein ' s sincerity .
"Obviously in his heart, he f e ltthe
pain of th e day. B esides, a little
support never hurts . "
Th e exact context of his note was
vagu e i n Father Lion's memory.
He did recall, with a smile, .that it
began with " your Maj esty." Hedescribed tothe King his impressions
when hearing the statement emerge
from ' J ordan
denounc ing thJ- ' }
terrorism . "Any normal , hum !lt!:'........
being f elt sympathy, but it is an
added gesture of reconci II iati on
when a king of an A rab state expresse s it. "
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Editorial

-----------------------------

Nixon contradicts tax promise
Politi c al campagin promises always
encouraging--but
sound plausible and
they are not only propaganda, they are
deceiving .
Nixon, in a paid political announce ment Saturday afternoon,
broadcast a
campaign promise of "no tax increase,"
not only for 1973 but for the next four
years if he were elected president. He
stated that in his new proposed budget
to Congress, he was imposing
a 250, billion dollar ceiling, that the United
...states. government did not need any more
of the taxpayer's money, and that at all
cost, he would veto any bill that came
across his desk that threatened to increase taxes that American citizens were
already forced to pay . He accused his
opponents of proposing a budget that
would require the American public to
shoulder another $100 billion.
Those priorities which Nixon holds
are not only distorted but serve to mis lead the public, if the numbers have not
already . This past year's budget encompassed
$246 billion. The year before
that, the budget was $229 billion . From a

qui ck glance, it is obvious that the budget has been increasing . If Nixon imposes a ceiling of $250 billion, there is
a difference of $4 billion between last
year's budget and his proposed new budget. Where is that going to come from?
To raise another question -- Nixon
said that he \yould veto any bill that
threatened to increase taxes. Nevertheless, the gap between educational spending and need, and military spending and
need, is so great that if both get ve toed because they threaten to ·increase
' taxes , which stands more to lose?
Nixon clarified Congress' problems by
explaini ng that the reason they frequentIy overspent themselves was because each
bill and program was considered separately and voted on separately, that regardless of the validity of the programs,
the total amount of money required for
all the programs was never considered.
Thus--a defect in the organization of congress . But ha<; N i xon proposed legislation
to correct this defect? I dare say no.
Thus, what at first hearing appeared to
be a plausible and worthwhile tax r eform

program has bee n shot t o pi eces.
The chances that th e congress will increase and overr ic;!e the proposed ceiling
are almost certain . They propose $265
b i llion . That is the ex tra 10 billion that
Ni xo n referred to . T o many Am ericans,
and according t o president Ni xon, they
will be guilty of inflation. The so-called
"inflation" will be goin.g to welfare pro grams and education . Since the military
has a monopoly on many funds in Con- '
gres s, an increased ceiling will be the
only way for these programs to get sufficient attent ion. If congress
focused
their attention on the unnecessary expenditures of the military, such as use
of 11,916 forms , some of the programs
that are lacking wO.u ld receive more attention and the ceiling would remain the
same. But a realistic outlook dictates no
such possibility in the near future .
The use of , the public in such an ignorant way as to vow not to increase
tax es is deplorable . It will be interes ting
if Mr. Nixon keeps his word and at whose
expe nse in th e event cif his election.
Judy '

'm'm~-----------------------------50S responds to race killing

To the Editor:
We feel that the editorial by Judy K lamon in the last issue of the Current
was a ,reply to the views presented in
the SDS pamphlet Indict the U. S. Government for Genocide. We think it was
was her responsibility to say that she
was responding to an01her point of vi ew,
rather than just let her remarks come
"out of the blue" .
However, it is good that the editor of
the Current has raised this ques t ion:
does the pattern of po lice killings, m edi cal experimentation, poor health care , in~
adequate housing, discrimination in the
court system, and other abuses agains'
black and other non-white people in A merica constitute genocide? We feel that
it does and that the U. S.. government is
guilty of genocide .
According to the U . N . convention, genocide includes killing or causing serious
bodily or mental harm to members of a
national, ethnical, racial, or religious
group when this is done with the intent
of destroying such a group, in whole or
in part. The genocide convention expl icitly says that the intent need not be
to destroy the whole group. So any systematic murder of a minority group is
genocide, if those killings are racially
motivated .
Pogroms and lynchings are genocide .
So are the repeated police killings and
beatings of black people in this country .
After all, how are these different from
K Ian lynchings, except that Klansmen
- wore white robes and acted outside the
official law while cops wear blue uni forms and are the official agents of the
law? B"oth are repeated, r~cially mo -

tivated killings and beatings of black people . We do not mean just the killings of
the Chicago Panther leaders and other
Black Panthers -- though these are examples -- we mean case after case after case
where cops shoot down people in the ghettoes of this country .
But pol ice ki II ings are only part of
the story. Racist oppression is carried
out in hundreds of ways . The SDS pamphlet just begins to chronicle some of
the facts which constitute genocide in the
U . S. SDS is also putting out a book
to he lp complete the story .
The question of genocide is not, however, just a legal technicality .
The
point of talking about genocide is this:
.we live in a country where racism is
and always has been the very fabric of
life. The genocide against native Americans '("American Indians"). the slave
trade, which killed tens of millions of
blacks, the bombings at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, the Vietnam genocide, the brutal suppression of ghetto rebe~1 ions
("shoot looters to kill") all display lne
same bas ic attitude : contempt for life
in a colored skin.
This is just the point that Judy K lamon's editorial misses . It isn't just the
wasting of human I ife . The rulers' of this

CURRENT
The Current is published weekly and distributed
to the UMSL community at -no charge. Offices are '
located in rooms 255 and 256, University Center,
phone 453-5174. Use of the Current or its contents
without writtpn oermission of the editor prohibited.

Editor: Judy Klamon
Associate Editor: Regina Ahrens
Director of Photography : Oliver Wischmeyer
Advertising Dept. : Randy Deelo, Louise Veinfurt
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Production Manager : Dan Brooks
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country have time and again shown contempt for the I ives of white people- from coal and silver miners to the hostages at Atti c a. But there is always a
greater contempt for Hie I ives of nonwhite people. This is racism and it
must be recognized and fought.
UMSL / SDS wi II be submitting a series
of articles to the Current explaining
more fully how thoroughly racist this society is . We ask others to join us in
fighting ra cis m .
signed by
Dav id LewisJ SDS
J oseph Shaw, SDS
Paul Gomberg, SDS
Ma ry Gomberg, SDS
Ph ilip B rusca
Mike Thomas, SDS
Don Frischmann, SOS
Bill Hirzy, People's Party
Tom Kuehnle, SDS
.
Lynne Parsons
Vicki G. Fortus
Vickie Schni eder
Gregory P . Nicholson
Dan BaoganJim Pontat
Bob Renter
Linda Karberg
Fred Britton
Ed Bushm eyer

Econontic
discrintination
is genocidal
by Paul Gomberg
History has shown t:l<l t the worst means
of oppression is economic oppression . It
is through the denial of ec onomic growth
that a peopl e become disease and povertyridd en. For black people in America the
history is 0;1e of co ntinual economic op pressIOn .
In 1949 the black m edian i ncome of
$1,536 was 53% of the white median income, then $2,582. By 1959 the gap had
actually widened! Black income had ri sen to $2254, but was now down 1% to
52% of white income, according to Herman Mill er in "Rich Man , Poor M - . .
The m ost recent figures availab lt. .,iIUW
b lack income at a median of $5 ,684.
This is about 60% of the white figure
of $9,179 .
Since 1969, unemployment
has skyrocket ed . And, as
the
cliche goes,
" B l acks are the last hi red and the fi rst
fired." Their unemployment rate has
always been higher than that of whites .
In 1948, it was 5.9% as oppos ed to a
white rate of 3.5%.
By 1954, the black unemployment rate
increased to about doubl e the
white
rate, 9.9% as opposed to 5%. By 1968,
the white figure was back down to 3.2%
but the black figure wa s still more than
double that at 6.1%.
In parts of the largest cities, b lack
unemployment ra nged from 24.2% in Atlanta to 34.4% in Detroit. Am ong youths
16 to 19 the national black unemploy ment rate was 26 . 1%, nearl y triple the
white rate of 9.8%. In the field of unemp loyment, black people are unde-rgoing
a major depression.
Some say that this unemployment is due
to the poor education given to black peopl e. And that is a factor . But why are
blacks given a poor education? Think
about that!
Other people without knowledge say
black people are lazy; That is why they
are unemployed . . Upon examination of
the facts we find that black people have
undergone 400 years of the most inhuman slavery of any race in history.
Laziness is not the problem with black
people. Economic oppression is their
problem. With an ownership of less than
ha If of one percent of the wealth in America, black people are waging a struggle for survival, a struggle for betterment, a struggle for freedom, and this
struggle wi II not end unti I these goals
are won .

Applications for editor of the Ui\IlSL Current
for the term Jan. 1973-74, should be submitted to the editor , 256 University Center, no
later than Nov. 3.
' '
Duties of the Editor are as follows:
responsible for the editorial policy as
well as the management of the paper;
responsible to the university community and the committee on student
publications for the production of a paper that is · in keeping with goals of
an educational community . Hiring of
the staff is the perogative ofthe edItor
with the exception of the business
manager who is to be selected by the
c:ommittee. The lack of specific duties is intentional. The editorship is
what you make it. For further inform ation, contact Judy at the editorial office of the Current, 256 University Center .
Included should be a resume of Qualifications
' and your reasons for applying. All applications will be forwarded to the Student Publications Committee . Applicants will be interviewed and selected by the committef'.
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.Vietnamese poetry sets forth
depth and beauty of a culture

Albulll review

by Don Luce (Dispatch News Service InternationaO
Editor's Note: M r. L uce spent
12 years i n Vi etn am and speaks
V ietnam ese f lu ently . He is co-e dit or of a vol ume of V i etn amese poetry , " We P rom i se One An other ,"
<lnd co-a uthor of " Vi etn am : The
Unhea rd Voices. " He wa s expe ll ed
from Vi etn am in 1971 f or his expose on the Tiger Cages at Con
Son Island. He i s presently trav el ing around th e United States with
an exhibit of Vi etnam ese art and
culture.
Many of the Vi etnam ese poem s
of t oday r efl ect a' sadness and a
longing for the time wh en Luu
Trong Lu wrot e of golden dee r .
" P leas e Give M e Back" is such
a poem . It wa s written in 1970 by
a 20 - year old stud ent . His father
di ed of tuber cul osi s chained to the
wall of hi s ce ll in aSaigongovern ent "R ehabi I itati on" camp . His
other is in a r efugee c amp inthe
0utski rts of Da Nang ; an old er
roth er wa s shot by U .S. so ldi ers
' n an opera t ion in Quang Namprovince; and hi s younger si st er was
. ill ed by bombi no .

Please l et breathe again
The air of yeste rday
Let children frOlic in the
sun
With kites over bamboo
bridges
Just a narrow littl e space
will be enough
Four rows of bamboo
trees surrounding
And leave a littl e space
for an entrance
IA place for a girl a nd boy
to t e ll the story of the
moon
or old wom en with
babies . t o ga t her and
c hatter

Plea se give m e bac k these
things I've m entioned- A s tory as simple
As a bird ' s unbroken
song
As a mother
As a baby
As the life of long ago the
poets used to tell. . .
Yesterday, while irrigating the rice fields
Near the village temple
I forgot my shirt on a lotus
flower
If, by mistake, you took it
Please give it back
Or, would you rather keep
it as a token of our
pledge?
My shirt is torn and
frayed-I have no wife
And my old motherhas not
mended it
Tomorrow, shallIaskyou
to m end it ?
On an autumn morning in
a cell
A young soldier holds the
bars
Softly rocking back and
forth his skinny body
On an autumn morning in a
cell
A y oung soldie r holds his
f a ce in h is hands c rying
And his h ea rt and s oul f eel
c hilly . . .
Softly h e sings:
M othe r , I do not want to
be a m e rcenary
I am humiliated
I do not want t o k i ll p eople
to becom e fa m ous

I do not want to kill peo- .
ple to earn a high rank.
Day in, day out I make
light of my exhausted
body
In rain or shine my heart
never fails
In temporary
setback,
those who mend the sky
Do not let minor things
get them down.
The clink of the shackles
breaks the silence of
night
The frightened shouts, the
cry of a man in agony.
The burning-red irQn, the
blOody wounds on the
flesh
«Testify! Quickly!" the
lashes tear at my
heart.
Mosquitos and insects
attack my fleshless
body
Under my pale skin,
blackened bruises
state out.
You don ' t listen toautumn
Under the dim and r estl ess moon
You aren ' t concerned with
Images of absent warrior
In the h earts of lone l y
wom en
You don ' t listen to
autumn forest
The quiet rustl e of
l ea ves
Where a be wilde r ed gol d en deer
Step s Qn golden l ea ves .

~~~~~~~~~~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7

Shoot-out
at el turntablo
by Steve Diesel
Once upon a tim e in the grue some deserts of El ectri c Cowboy
Land two gangs of desperado mu si c ians came upon each other on
the road . Both groups he ld copi es
of their new Lp .' s in th e ir hands;
both had come to sell th ei r wares .
"This is our new record album ,
partner, we call it "Passin' Thru",
said the lead singer, Roy Kenner ,
of the group known throughout the
land as The James Gang .
"Ah," said the new singer from
the other gang, Cactus, "dis our
new recording" 'OT 'n Sweaty . "
A very 'eavy boogie, half record
ed live too ."
By this time a crowd was beginning to form from out of the
mountains. I was among the sp ec tators .
"Show us what ya got th er e, "
cri ed someone from the c rowd ,
"I don't think I have enough pesos
to buy both thos e albums th er e."
The singer from Cactus, Pet er
French, immediately d i smounted
his horse and placed his album. on
the 500 dolla r Pioneer ster eo that
just happened to be ther e. " L isten
to dis," he cri ed .
The fi rst side of" 'ot and Sweaty"
was the I ive s ide r ecorded at
Mar-y - Sol . The crowd hushed to
listen . Suddenly French's voi ce
came through th e ster eo t o intro duce the first song, "Swim". It
was a qui ck, energeti c tune but
no one cou ld make out the lyri cs,
it sounded like the singer was
choking . Four minutes later the
boogi e ended . The crowd was di s tressed . " Kindda dull , " said a man
directly behind m e.
.
With thi s Roy K enner, from the
James Gang , appr oa ched t he t urn tabl e. " A i n't Seen Nothin ' Yet"
was the f irst cut on h is album . It
too wa s a driving heavy song but
Kenn er's l ines wer e c lean and

mel odi c. The first s ide of the album co ntinued with a seri es offine
songs . The c r owd sm i led .
The Cactus guitarist now c'a me
forward t o demonstrate his guitar
work . "Bad Mother Boogie" was
the cut. "H e mustta gotta cramp in
his hand," said a gi rl near me when
the song had ended . In desperation
the guitarist flipped the album to
the studi o sife. "Maybe if the
singer didn't have a c old," whispered someone e lse .
The James Gang now put th e second side of th eir album on . Itbegan
with "Run, Run , Run " a catchy tune
with ex ce llent guitar and vocal
work . The second cut, "Things I
want to say to you", was even better .
.
"Well," said Dom eni c T ro; ano ,
of The Games Gang, "R o ll over
and di e , y ou onri c ritters."
The Cactus gang look ed at each
other w eak Iy, and then roll ed over
dead (not quite in unison) .
"This match was unfair," c r ied
a loyal Cactus fan , " Th is wh ole
thing has been staged ."
Suddenly I saw an o ld frie nd of
mine ; Diamond - Cra zy Ja ck. " Hey
that James Gang played some
mighty fine. listenen'."
"Yep," I agreed , liftingthe needIe, "I couldn't ha'le said it better
myse lf .

~

Jane' Fonda and Scott Camil
v eteran aga i nst t he war, are appear ing at Graham Chapel, Sunda y ,
October t he 15th at l p.m . Admiss ion is free.
~.q..qx

Kiel rocks with sensuality
by Mike Klick
and Mark Roberts
On Tuesday night October 3, T.
REX with THE DOOBI BROTHERS,
sponsored by ST . LOUIS
STEREO, appeared at Kiel Auditor ium. T he non-attendants were
deprived of an experience of performances by 1 of two fairly new
groups that excelled way past a
"ho-hum" rating.
Hearing the DOOBI BROTHE RS
duced to the potential of the Indiv iduals res ponsible for the curr ent ly "aired" song: LI STEN TO
THE M USIC .
F or you skeptics, who perceive
a new group as worth only as that
of i ts "aired" m usical endeavor,
y ou are gravel y disill usioned. THE .
DOOBI BROTHERS, whom I assume
t hat many people are not aware of,
have a quality of "sparkling projection" while on stage.
F rom what was heard, I condone
the purchase of their music musir.allv and sensually . I also warn
you not to classify them as "A.M."
mat~rial. Why? Open your ears
and observe.
THE DOOBI BROTHERS consist
of ' Tom Johnston, lead guitar and
composer; Pat Simmons, rhythm
guitar and composer; Tyrann Porter, bass; and two drummers . The
music basically consists of 3 part
harmony with a down to earth musi'cal structure . The reasonforthe
use of two drummers is th e r es ulti nq heavy rhythm dom i nan ce. T HE
DOOBI BROTHERS have
b ee n

together for 2-1 / 2 years and are
natives of San Francisco .
After a rather short intermission, T . REX unfolded their 'musical story of what a British show is
I ike . There seems to be something
about a British group, besides that
accent, that intrigues an American
crowd. From the first note the
audience was responsive and involved .
Mark Bolen, leader and composer, seemed to never stop expend- >
ing and somehow donat ing his energy and ent husias m t o his audience. His pranci ng and flaunt ing
around was a factor contributing
to the positive app rov al ofthe aud lence .
In an interview w ith t he T . REX
road ma nager Mick O' Ha rall , I was
informed t hat Mark re l ies on
poetry as an i nspi ration for hi s
composing . T . REX al so enjoy s
American co nce rts as oppose d to
European co ncerts. The futu re
plans of t he group consis t of finishing their sixweektour andgo ing
to Paris to cu t a new al bum . T hey
have just re leased a new si ngl e in .
England, ca ll ed ' CH IL DREN OF
THE REVOL UTION . It has already
reached "number 7" in Eng land.
To many B ritish music critics,
Mark Bolen is co nsidered a musician ahead of his time.
The other musicians inthe group
are: Steve Currie, bass; M ickey
Finn, percussion; and Bill Legend,
drums. These boys own thei r own
r ecord company and have been
around for 7 years.

It's the
same struggle .. .
against a common enemy. All revolutionary movements in
. t he world, from the liberation war in Angola to the
growing left in the U.S., are united in a battle against
imperialism. However there are diff erences in the leve ls of
struggle from nation to nation and differe nces in the
weapo ns used for liberation. In the U ,So an integral par t of
building the left is providing accurate, trut hful coverage ,of
national and international events from a M arXist
viewpoi nt. That's the Guardian 's task. T his 24-year ~ld
radical newsweekly is the onl y indepe nden t MarXist
newspa per in America. To be effe ctive it must be widely
supported and circulated as a revolutionary newspaper
performing a revolutionary task.

------------------mail t o : Guard ian . 32 West 22 St .
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Exclusive interview

Mankiewicz discusses McGovern v,-ews
When Presidential Candidate Georae McGove rn appeared in St. LouIs over the
'weekend, members of the Current staff had planned to attend a general press interview
scheduled at the Chase Park Plaza Hote l . One half hour before th e se'is ion wa s to
begin, the entire intervi ew was mysteriously call ed off.
Due to these circumstances. members of the Current 'staff, with the aic of repor~ 
ers representing both St. Louis University and Washington University, sought out Mc Govern's campaign manager, Frank Mankl ewlcz. He generously cons entp. d to a bri ef
exclusive interview . The following is th" t ex t from this intervi ew.
Question: Pierre Sal i nger made the statement that Sargent Shriver was always the
inois particular!y look strong.
first c hoice as McGovern's running mate,
Q: Do-you think you'll cover those states?
but that his being in Moscow prevented
his getting the nomination in the first
Mankiewicz : I think we'll carryall four of
those states, ce rtainly . Ithinkwe'reahead
place . Do you agree with this statement?
in California now .
Mankiewicz: I'm not sure you got that ab solutely straight. He was certainly high
Q: What about Mayor Daley's supporP
on the I ist, and he was . Pierre's fi rst
Mankiewicz: We ll, he gave another very
choice with a numbe r of others, but I
strong speech again the other night to
thi nk ev erybody knows that senator T ed
some labor people. I don't know why peoKennedy was r eally Senator McGovern's
ple keep asking . Mayor Dal ey is a profirst choice. He only turned to others
f essional politi c ian, he's a Democrat, ·and
after it was clear that K ennedy would not
he's supporting the ticket with everything
he has .
accept the nomination. Sargent Shriver
Q: Do you think he did in '68?
was in Moscow at the time of the convention and it made it difficult to communiMankiewicz: I th i nk he did. I think he had
cate with him .
diffi culti es in '68 - that was a timultuous
Q: Did Sargent Shriver have any r e lucconvention and it ca used him a lotofprobtance to accept the nomination? Did he
lems . But I think that th er e is no question
that he's whol e- heartedly behind that tic have to consult with the Kennedy family?
Mankiewicz: Not that I'm aware of, no. I
ket, he's told his people to work, and I'm
think that he makes those decisions onhis
sure th ey wi II .
own and he was anxious to accept it.
Q: Concerning the campaign spending, last
Q: We get very conflicting reports on how
week Senator M cGovern said that this was
bad th e money situation is in the camone of the best weeks yet for small campaign. Is it to the point .where you don't
paign contributi ons. Do you consider that
know if you'll be on television next weeka good sign?
end?
Mankiewicz: Oh, Yes! Our contributions
Mankiewicz: No, we'll meet all of our t e lecome in in such enormous numbers in the
vision commitments .
mail that it constitutes a poll--it's almost
Q: Well. then, are things r eally that des like a daily poll . It keeps going up; every
pera t e? .
day is better than the day before , every
Mankiewicz : We pay our bills every day .
week is better than the week before .
We don't have a lot of money in th e bank,
Q: About what is the averag e sum of these
but we' ll do eve ryth i ng that we have to do;
funds coming in? Are th ey largeo rsmall?
though we can't do all of the things we'd
Mankiewicz: I think the average is running
like t o do . It would be nice if we had half
somewhere over twenty dollars . But some
as much money as the Republ icans do, but
are higher ; some are a hundred, some
we'll do everything that's nece ssary.
more than a hundred . Some aresmall;one
Q: Ar e you disappointed with th e youth
young f e llow gave th e Senator eleven cents
turnout this year?
today . I be lieve he was nine years old, and
Mankiewicz: Not at all. I think it's the best
that was probably a very large contribution
thing we have going for us .
for him . Som e people send their Social
Q: Last "Newsweek's" survey showed
Security checks . If it weren't for the
that Ni xon was doing quite well
.small contributi ons, we'd really be in
Mankiewicz: Well, the "Newsweek" surtrouble.

George McGovern and Tom Eagleton at the Northwest Plaza rally,
Saturday .
On ques tions lik e def ense spending, the
war, tax reform and th e major things he
was talking about in- the campaign, he's
got the sam e position today that he had a
year ago .
Q: B eing a journalist as you are, are you
at a II upset by the press coverage of the
'campaign?
.
Mankiewicz: I'm bothered by some of it,
yes .
Q: What parts of it?
Mankiewicz: I think a lot of the commentators and columnists, for example, are
more out to vindicate themselves then
they are to do much of a job reporting . I
think Senator McGovern made a lot of
them look very foolish, and that they will
do almost anything to avoid looking fool ish two times in one year .
Q: Do you thi nk that they are in any way
responsible for the "staff problem" involved in Senator McGovern's campaign?
Mankiewicz: I think that they certainly
overplayed it. I meari, c an you imagine
what would happen if I and six other employees of the M cGovern organization
were caught at thre e o'clock burglarizing the Republ ican Committee National
Hea dquarters? I don't understand exactly
what they're talking about with staffproblems when the Republican campaign, with
campaign funds, hires sev en guys tocommit a burglary .
To those who are troub Ied that a
presidential candidate could back
his chosen running mate 1000% and
then ask him to step down a week
later, I ca n only say that in politics, as in life, compassiol" must
sometimes yield to more reflective
and painful judgment.
George McGover'n, '72

. Scene from Saturday's ra IIy.
vey has bee n sp ectacularly wrong all
year . If you r emember, that's the same
survey that gave Ed Muski e the nomination, and gave him all the delegates . I
don't know of any magazine that's had the
situation so' wrong all yeqr. I don't think
that there's any questi on about the youth
vote.
The Chi cago Dai Iy News rel eased a poll .
on the youth vote in II I i no i s about a week
ago. It showed M cGovern at the moment
with a two-t o-one lea d among voters under
th irty in the stat e, and I would think that
that will expand . I would think that nationally, Senator M cGovern wi II take between
65 and 75 per ce nt of those youth voters,
and maybe more.
Q: Ar e you satisfied with the reglstrati on effort?
Mankiewicz: Yes. It's a little spotty in
some states, but inmost states it has
surpassed what we thought we' d get. California, New York, Pennsylvania and 111-

Q: At the outcome of the Democratic
Convention ther e was a lot of talk about
how Senator M cGovern was going to have
to modify som e of his vi ews in ord er to
pull any voters. Have you any idea how
much, in your own estimation, Senator
McGovern has changed since he started
his campaign, both poli"tically and personally? It ce rtainly tak es a toll.
Mankiewicz : I don't think that he's c;h.anged very much at all. I know rellily of only
one issue on which he's taken a different
position than in the primari es and that's
on the ques tion on . welfare. He thought
that through , I istened t o a lot of peopl e,
and rejected an idea he'd advanc ed that
was put forward by a number of people.
It proved worthy of reconsideration, and
I think the plan he has now is more sound .
That happens in politics often . You change
your views. I'm not sure the plan he has
now is any more or less radical than th e
one he had . But it is different.

Q: Could you give us a little more insight
into th e statement Senator M cGov ern-made
·at the rally today that "In politics as in
life, compassion must som etimes yield t o
more r eflective and painful judgemenP"
He's talking about th e Eagleton affair . . .
Mankiewicz : Yes, spec ifically . I think
what he was saying was that th e question
of the Presidency of th e United States was
larger , in a sense, than the political car ee r of anybody involv ed, either him or
Senator Eagl eton or anyone else . Th e decision that they r eac hed was that the larger ques tions of war and peace , th e economy and all the rest would not be fa irly
debated -- that the e lection would not be a
iair co ntest as l ong as Senator Eagl eton 's
situation wa s a subject of deba t e in th e
campaign.
Q: So you bel ieve that this situation with
Senator Eagleton would have conti nued to
be an is:;ue?
Mankiewicz : Yes I 90. A campaign organization that doesn 't hesitate to commit a
burglary on the oppositi on certa inly would n't hesitat e to conduct an ugly campaign
in that r espect .

photos by Oliver Wischmeyer
Deep down, we know our constitutional system is weakened by
a leadership that degrades the Supreme Court, ignores the war ~
making power of Congress, or destroys our privacy with the wi retap and the official eavesdropper.
Q: Obviously Watergat e has becom e a VIabl e issue f or the Demo c rats, and it seems
that th e Republi can-run Department of
Justi ce has done all it could to keep it
out of the limel ight. What actions are the
Democrats going to tak e to keep the matter in the public eye?
Mankiewicz: There's really not a whole
lot you c an do with an Attorn ey Genera I that
wants ·to cover up a sca ndal. What you do
is you ta Ik about it.
Q: Can you t e ll us something about your
strategy for th e coming month? How are
you going to pick up 22 points?
Mankiewicz : I think we've' already picked
up a fair sh'a re of it. We should start with
the assumption that most peopl e in the
country would like not to vote for Ri chard
Nixon .
Q: Don't you think that it's a safe assumption that many would I ike not to vote for
Geo rg e McGovern?
Mankiewicz: No, I don't think that that's
tru e ' at all. I don't think that peopl e know
very much about George M cGovern . I
think most elections in which th e Presid~nt is a candidate are r eferenda on the
question of th e Pres ident . '1 think that's
historically true .
.
Most' of them win to be sure, but some
have lost . And I think that Richard Nixon is probably very unpopular . I think
that over the past twenty-five years that
people ha've acquired a general belief that
he's somewhat l ess than candid , not entirel y to be trusted, and would like very
mu ch to have some basis for voting aga ins+
him . I feel that the evidence of corrupti on
that we' r e going t o be talking about, that
we have talk ed about so far, and that Senator McGovern is going to co ntinue totalk
about wi II mak e it c lear that it is the most
corrupt administration and that George
McGovern i s a good alternative.
Q: Ar e you on th e offensive now?
Mankiewicz : I would hope so" .
Ar-e you r eally going to push the
Q:
Is. 'it a viable thlng~
wheat scandal?
like do you think that this is ammunition to win th e farm ers?
Mankiewicz: I think so . I th ink that they
will understand that as an issue wh er e th e
Department of Agri culture is not working
for them, but for the big grain dea lers . I
think that will help .
Q: How do you intend to align the majority of working peopl e?
Mankiewicz: I think by mak ing it c lear
that under this Republi can administration
wages have been held down , profits have
gone up, there are two mi Ilion f ewer jobs,
six mi II ion more peopl e on we lfare , that
inflation is at it' s highest--I think that
that begins to seep in after awhil e.
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Emmy award winner directs
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IN A DANCE

Fri., Oct. 2 0th
From 9:00 till 12:00
at the American Legion Hall on Hwy. 141
Vc mile east of Old .Gravoic Rd. in Fenton
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R~~ St~~~~:w~n.d~f?~~ge ~;~
still on at the Red Carpet Lounge in Cahokia, III.

Show time 10 p.m. ti I 3 a.m.
Tues. thru Sun..
Operl til 4 a.m.
Show room and dancing

-WORTHWAll" - Oct. 10-15
"PRICELESS' - Oct. 17-29
SONGS FROM THE TOP. 40
155 & 170 to Cahokia Ramp - Illinois No. 3 to HW:JYI57
(left) in Cahokia Village Shopping Center
.
TUES. & THURS. - LADIES FREE

"Theatre is an inner, spiritual
experience . It represents our soul,
our dreams. Theatre is a pure art
form, and people in this country
have lost sight of that."
Those are the words of Mr. Philip Enoch who, among his many
other distinguished credits, is the
director of UMSL's production of
"White Liars" and "Black Comedy", the two one-act p lays to be
presented th i s T hu rsday, F r i day,
and Saturday night at 8:00 p.m.
in the J . C. Penny Auditorium.
Mr. Enoch, who is well respected in theatre and film circles around the country, is a native of
Circleville, Ohio, and did his undergraduate work at Ohio Univer-'
sity majoring in Dramatic Art, and
received his M . A . degree fromOhio State University majoring in
Film and Television.
He is the Emmy Award-winning
di rector of the documentaries "The
Lengthening Shadow (1967), and
"What's a Man Worth (1968) for
KSD- TV in St . Louis. At St. Louis'
KMOX- TV from 1962-66 he produced and directed many TV shows
while also directing the CBS exchange shows featuring "name"
entertainers . Chromalloy Ameri-

can Corporation is presently reciate more variety.
ceiving his services as writer, pro"St. Louisans think the Muny
ducer, and director of thei.rcorpo Opera is real theatre because it's
rate films .
been around a long time . It realHowever, despite this impresly isn't sol id theatre. If a Shakessive list of accomplishments infilm
pearean festival came to St . Louand TV, Mr. Enoch concedes that
is, the av(;!rage guy wouldn't come .
his first love is the theatre. He
That's why if a person wants to
was the founder, producer and di- . vO IOzr
rector at the Gateway Theatre on
love is the theatre, but I make
Gaslight
Square from 1964-67.
my living in films ."
When the Square began decl ining,
With such a dismal view, one
Gateway folded. This setback didn't wonders if the theatre wi II survive
discourage him, for he proceeded
much longer . Phil Enoch claims
to di rect at the Lindenwood Colthat it will .
leges in St. Charles in 1969.70,
"No, theatre wi II never die.
and he did four shows at WashingIt did once - after the Roman era.
ton University last summer .
The Renaissance picked it up again
Reducing the broad spectrum of am! it. has been around ever since .
theatre in general, Mr. Enoch comIn the St. Louis . area, there are
mented -on the St. Louis theatre twenty-four theatrical groups that
and its audience .
represent the hard - core theatre
"There's an old adage in thealovers in St.. Louis . What they· dQ
tre circ.les," Mr. Enoch explains,
may not be perf~ct, but they do
"
'the three worst dates in theait because they love it."
tre are Christmas Day, Easter
Obviously, so does Phil Enoch .
Sunday, and a week in St. Louis.' Cast member Ginnie Boie says ,
"St. Louis audiences don't get "He is a perfectionist, but als o
excited about the theatre . They very human . He is an inspirati on
have to see sex comedies in the to me . " Certainly, with talen Neil Simon mold, or musicals with ted, dedicated peopl e I ike Phi I
name stars. There is nothing wrong Enoch giving the ir time and efwith those two types of theatre, forts', theatre will always be alive
it's iust that people should appre- and kicking.

I Whi te Liars l and IB lack Comedyl
cO.m hines humor and tragedy
The University Players opens its
1972-73 season this Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, October 12,
13 and 14 with two one-act plays
written by Peter Schaffer, "White
Liars" and "Black Comedy ." All
three performances start at8p.m.
in the J . C. Penney Auditorium and
the cost wi II be 50¢ with your UMSL
1.0. and $1 .00 for outsiders .
The two plays which are not rac-
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ially based are completely opposite
shows, summariz es "White L i in form.
.
_ars" and "Black Comedy" bysay "White Liars," which is the curing, "It is an evening wher e. ev tain raiser, deals with the white
eryone will be pleased . Thos e peo lies that the three characters, Sopie who like tragedy will ' be v ery
phie, Frank and Tom tell one anohappy with "White Liars , " and
ther, and the events that evolve
anyone who likes to I augh (who
around those I ies . It is a tragic
doesn't?) will love "Black Com play which exposes . not only the
edy . "
consequences of the lies that the
characters tell each other, but it
"White Liars" Cast :
also exposes the audiencetothemselves. Schaffer's theme in "White Sophie-Ginnie Bowi e
Liars" is that you can't live a lie.
Frank-Greg Hale
"Black Comedy," which follows
Tom-Wayne Saloman
"White Liars," is not a deep,
thought provokingplayas is "White. "Black Comedy" Cast :
Liars." In fact, it is a rollicking,
fast-moving situation comedy that Brindsley Miller-Jerry Vogel
Carol Melkett-Debbie Kuhach
incorporates
many
theatrical
Miss Fernival-Ginnie Bowie
tricks which keeps the audience
Colonel Melkettroaring throughout the performCharles Updegrave
ance. This is del iberately a very
Harold Gorringe-Wayne Saloman
general description of the play beSchuppanzigh- Tom Prater
cau!ie if we explained any more
than we already have, we would Clea-Judy Andrews
give away the backbone of the play George Bamberger-Bob Printz
which is the element of surprise.·
Directed by Philip R. Enoch
Phi I ip Enoch, di rector of both
A ssistant Director-Becky Halbrook
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Johnson ....
(continued from front page)
to be trying to clean up the corr upt government .
dent, the Mexican government has
been under attack by the American
press. Editorials appearing in the
Los Angeles Times and the Wash ington Post displayed unfavorabl e
attitudes towards M exico.
The Mexican university community has also expressed dissatisfaction with the deportation of
Dr. Johnson because they felt it
was an invasion of academic freedom . Dr . Johnson has been visiting Mexi co regularly during the
past ten years. His first book,
Mexican Democracy : A Critical
View focuses on the entire spectrum of political life in Mexico,
including the opposition . He was in
the process of revising the book
for a second edilion which wi II be
published in late '73. Whether a
third edition wi II follow . depends
heavily on his expulsion being revoked.
Dr. Johnson was arrested at his
hotel in Mexico , upon returning
from a weekend spent with a member of the principal oppositiQnparty . His wife and four-month old '
baby, also arrested" were kept in
one room while Dr . Johnson was
interrogated by agents throughout
the night.
The agents made threats on his
life and the safety of his f.amily if
he would not admit to participating
in espionage. He did not submit to
their pressure but was ,forced to
explain his ' research notes and
signed a 12-page typed confession', which he was not allowed to
read.
The agents who confiscated Dr.
Johnson's research notes wanted
to know what was being written
for the second book, so that they
could obstruct its publication . They
were unaware that the notes they
destroyed had been copied, and
were sale 'in the hands of a colleague who h"d escaped . Govern ment officials had made great efforts to ban the fi rst book, wh ich
was critical of the M exican government, from bei!)~ sold .

Dr . Johnson and his familywere
jailed in different locations. His
wife and chi Id spent three days and
nights in the women's section. His
wife, who is from Argentina, spoke
with the women and rea I i zed that
she was in a jail for prostitutes.
The American Consulate demanded the release of Mrs. Johnson and the baby since there were
no lega l charges held againstthem .
Dr . Johnson was held in prison for
follr days and nights before the
family was deported to the United
States.
The Los Ang e les Tim es broke
the s.tory of Dr . Johnson's politi cal arrest in Mexico,whenthecolleague from Ohio State University who had been workingwithDr .
Johnson escaped across the border and informed the press. When
this professor returned to the hotel in Mexico and discovered that
'the Johnson's were missing, he
informed the Ameri can Consulate
and left the country in his own
car.
The publ icity which this incident has received is hurting Mex ico badly. According to Dr . Johnson, "the actions . of those officials
(who' arrested him and his family)
were downright Gowardly. Also,
by international law it is illegal
to confiscate a passport, which they
did . " The Washi ngton Post and
Time Magazine have recently featured articles-on incidents of pol itical torture in Mexico.
. If Dr. Johnson ~s allowed to return to Mexico and continue his
studies, there may be some reluctance on the pad of his pol itical
contacts to confide in him, due to
this public exposure . "Friends and
contacts -i have developed over ten
years," explained Dr. Johnson,
"will no longer feel as free totalk
to me . I wi II not lose thei r friendship, but to actually give me information is something else . This incident has greatly reduced my effectiveness as a researcher in
Mexico and I may have to concentrat~ my work in other countries . "

FOR THE ELECTRONICS IN YOUR LrFE

$~9\9 NOW

unti I 1:00 each date.
Faculty Sepakers as well as
some politicians will be in attendance to lead the discussions and
answer any questions that might
arise . Live music will also be
provided . All are urged and ' invited to attend.

of

EIGHT
11:00 A~M.

to
1:00 A.M.

MON.THRU SAT.
NO COVER
CHARGE

]Finest Juh"

featuring

"OUR DAIL Y BREAD"
FOLK ROCK MUSIC
EVERY NIGHT AT- 9:00

7312 NATURAL BRIDGE

1899

Solid-state, swivel base. Has
full-feature clock, lighted
clock (and dial when radio is
"on"); buuer alarm, walnutgrain case.

2-piece design for stereo realism
at its best. Plays from AC, batteries, car lighter. Folds together
for portability. Fully automatic!

SALE!

IOlson ' I~~
30-Watt Stereo System
• Stereo Phono!
• Stereo FM!
• Standard AM!

NOW

Cassette
Recorder

1499

Features remote control "start &
stop" mike, big speaker, ear. phone, fast forward & rewind,
aux. input. Battery powered . Style
may vary from illus.

$79 BUYS IT ALL!
Ready to Plug in & Play!
Includes Olson stereo FM-AM receiver with walnut finish
enclosure, Garrard 4-speed automatic changer with dust
cover, ceramic stereo cartridge and base, two Olson
speaker systems with walnut finish , all audio cables &
plugs. The receiver has a headphone jack, balance &
tone controls, stereo FM indicator light. Save NOW!

RECORDERS

Olson 300 Watt

REG . SALE

Ampex Auto

299.00

AM/ FM 420

150.00

Fisher AM / FM
119.95 85.00

Ampe; Cassette
45.00

Amp IIAA6100

84.95

55.00

IITU 1080

Mil ovac Cassette

130.00

74.95

59.95

99 .95

74.95

TAPE DECKS

AM/ FM RA300

Concord Doby Deck ·

Electro Voice

MKIX

IIEV4A

Automat ic Rad io

99 .99

60.00

IIEV9

130.00

120.00

70.00
60.00

Lowther
Electro- Voice 4
channel ADPT

59 .95

29.95

Ampex AM / FM 8- Track
269.95

185.00

Olson 110 Watt
AM/ FM RA410

179.95 119.00

159.95

125.00

SS- 674
13.98
Olsen/ Jensen Guitar 12"

9.98

-'

21.95

SS 174

9000 - 7650

Radio RC6121
139.95

203

Cassette RS 257S

8TD RE 8080

Radio RE 7500

Panasonic Radio
RE6137
199.99 Panasonic AM/ FM

29.88

249 .95

RE76700
175.00 Panasonic AM/ FM

99.99

299.95

.109.95
RE6600
Olson P ortable PA
239.95 · 185.00 SS098
Panasonic Rad io

79.95

19.98

49.95 RF511
Panasonic Rad io -

R 12
69 .95 59.35 F-a~asonic RadI O

Radio RC7469
Panasoni c Clock:

14.98

RE7371
59.95 50.99 Panasonic Clock

6~30

39.95
39.95

RC7021
Benjamin Compact

15.00 Panason ic 5 Band
59.95

1200

34 .88

118.99

Panasonic AM/ FM

rf

8.05

Panasoni c Clock:

Rad io RC

SS-964
Olson 2-Way

9.48
24 .88

120.00 RE6231

Panasonic Clock

200.00
/ISS- 052
Olsen/ Jensen 10"

19.50

Pana son ic Radio

Panasoni c AM/ FM
120.00

/ISS 039

125.00 R 1029

Panason ic AM/FM

Dillon 2- Way

AMPS-TUNERS

169.95

P anasonic AM/ FM
179.95

22 .88

Panas oni c Rad io

Panasonic AM/ FM

so

Electro Voice

AM/ FM Cassette

Panasonic Rad io
169.95 RF 541

Panasoni c TV

SE 840
288.00 200.00

SPEAKERS
274.95 239.95

199.95

TR 445

Ol son 300 Watt

Stereo IIRA386

RF581

Panasoni c 4 Chann e l .

TROO5
159.95

OVERSTOCK
ONE-OF-A-KIND
SPECIALS - MOST
ARE BRAND-NEW!
TRADE-INS AND
DEMOS, TOO!

Pana soni c Radio

MISCELLANEOUS
Panasonic TV

Standard Tuner

Recorder ' lI34

50% OFF

179.90 160.00

11201

59.95

Ampex AM/ FM

UPTO

RE 7750

AKAI 4 Channel

Recorder' 1128

Recorder 118200

ttH_~~t ~

$~4\9 NOW

EXCLUSIVE!

Stereo 11140

PIECES

FM-AM Digital Clock-Radio

1699

You could pay $29 (or more!)
elsewhere! Automatic/manual
operation, adjustable mtg .
bracket. Style may vary from
illus.

MCGoVERN FORUM PlANNED
Faculty and Students for M cGovern have scheduled a series of
open forums to discuss and debate
the 1972 campaign issues for Oc tober 11, Oct. 19 and Oct. 25 . The
meetings wi II take place on the Un iversity Center Patio from 11 : 15

8-Track Stereo Player

8-Track Car Player

50.96
'

..

SEE 100's OF OTHER BARGAINS AT , YOUR NEARBY OLSON STORE :
_

_

_

r

Trade-ins Welcome! FREE Tube Testing! In-Store Servicing
150 N. Hwy. 140, Florissant Meadows, 838-1800
1511 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo., 241-2911
Central Cit South, Lemay Ferry Rd., Hwy. 244, 892-2900

_

-_
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Tim Smith lost for season

VIVITAR
SPECIAL SALE

Rivermen boost hopes,
down Quincy 3-1

ALL VIVIT AR LENSES
30% OFF

VIVITAR

by Kevin Slaten
If Qu i ncy had any doubts that the
Rivermen were for real this year,
those doubts were rudelydispelled
as UMSL generally dominated play
to hand the previously unbeaten Hawks a 3-1 setback.

ELECTRONIC FLASHES

25% OFF
The Click Shop
10027 Bellefontaine Rd.

The victory was a costly one,
however . Smith, UMSL's leading
scorer with five goals in four
games, had been lost for the season
with a knee injury sustaifed in the
waning minutes of the contest, as
the action became ' increasingly
physical.

Fouls were even at 18 apiece .
The R ivermen are on the road
for thei r next three games : at
Washington University Saturday,
at SIU-Edwardsville next Tuesday, and at the University of Illinois-Chicago C i rc Ie on the following Saturday .

UMSL's winning script wasafa miliar. one as the Rivermen show
once again starred Tim Smith on
offense and Frank Tusinski in goal.
It did not take the latest Nielsen
ratings to demonstrate why UMSL
ranks seventh, Quincy tenth in the
national polls.

868-8777

Smith tallied twice in the first
half, once on Cliff Tappel'sassist,·
then on an ass i st from Ri ck Anselm .
On Smith's
second
goal -- a
close-in head shot--Quincy goalie
Ray Remstedt seemed undecided as
to whether he would try to stop the
·shot or tackle Smith.

Quality wear at a savings

The Hawks made thei r comeback
, bid early in the second half, when
Qu incy star Mari o Camacho was '
awarded a free kick after he was
sandwiched in front of the UMSL
goal by a couple of defenders.

Prices geared for
college budgets
Personal Attention Given
7301 Natural BridKe
ht at Normandy Wed e

..-~=-~-=:::-...,

Mon. thru Sat.
Open 9-9

master charge
THE INTERBANK CARD

\

:i
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GO WITH

C;

~:':~:G :::~__

I
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BY SAVING A FEW
DOLLARS EACH
PAYDAY, THAT'S THE
SAVINGS HABI!!

.~

r=

~

I

I

With Tusinskj stationed in the
righthand corner of the goalmouth,
his teammates formed a human
wall between the ball and the left
side of the goalmouth. Camacho
lobbed his shot over the "wall,"
just inside the left goalpost. A diving Tusinski was too late to pre serve his third shutout.
Moments later, Tusinski took
another dive--this ti me to stop the
potential tying goal.
Tusinski's former' Flo Valley
teammate Smith went to work
again, setting up John Garland for
the insurance goal .
UMSL coach Don Dallas was
pleased with his tea~' s performance .
"We kept the ball on the ground
with short passes and moved well,"
he sai·d. "Tusinski wasthestabilizer in goal."

The ball rolls out of bounds despite efforts of both teams to keep
it in play.
photo by Oliver Wischmeyer
Ali-American back Steve Buck ley also had to be helped from the
playing field .
Quincy oLitshot the Rivermen,
19 to 18 . Tusinski had 14 saves
to Remstedt's 8.

~
-

~

::

~

Of course, the Rlvermen wi'll
face their stiffest test of the season when they take on the Cougars of SIU-E, currently ranked
Number One in the Midwest and
third in the nation .
Without Smith, the challenge wi II
be all the greater . Whil e the top
Riverman scorer may be available for post-season play, first
his teammates must earn that
play-off berth .

Additional
hours
- '
.
.
for facilities
.
~

• B
'1'

OJop in or

~

383-5555
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Effective last Monday, athletic
facilities inc luding the swimming
pool are available to spouses and
children of faculty and staff Wednesday and Thursday evenings 6:30
-9:30 p .m .
These hours are in addition to the
The ball draws a crowd in front of UMSL's goal as a Quincy player previously scheduled hours of 1-5
tries for a shot. UMSL won 3-1.
. p.m. · on Saturday and Sunday after ·
photo by Oliver Wischmeye r noons ..

.~

~.o.n.~.$.~.t

hQl11'~

~ 'C~..........~\lnc{a'j....u.:o.o.a.m
4:oQ pm
...
to..a.&:QO
·.;ov
..p.pin
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.. . . . . . . ._
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HADI RADIO &
ST. IIDUIS STEREO

PRESENTS IN CONCERT AT KIEL AUDITORIUM
. MONDAY OCTOBER 23

(

.

FRIDA Y NOVEMBER 10

QUICKSILVER
MESSENGER
SERVICE

POCO

&
IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY

&
WISHBONE ASH

r

7:00 P.M . .

7:30 P.IVI.
I

. TICKETS
$2.50 in adv. $3.50 at door

TICKETS

$3.50

$4.50

$5.50

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 18

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 23

DEEP PURPLE

URIAH HEEP

&

W ISPECIAL GUESTS

JOHN B. SEBASTIAN .

TRAPEZE
&

7:30 P.M . .
TICKETS
~4.()0

I ____

$5.00 ' $6.00

, I

DANNY O'KEEFE
TICKETS

7:30 P.M. $3.50

$4.50

$5.50

--~------------~------~~~~-------

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW
ST. LOUIS STEREO
9814 ST. CHARLES ROCK RD.
2312 NORTH HIGHWAY 140
313 DROSTE RD. (ST. CHARLES)
11004 MANCHESTER RD.

ORANGE JULIUS - NORTHWEST PLAZA
SPECTRUM
- 8153 BIG. BEND )
MARDI GRAS RECORDS (BELLEVILLE)

